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He told me it was going to be a good
day when he rang me the previous
evening to persuade me to take the
following afternoon offand go to
High Cliff (I suspect his ulterior
motive was needing a retrieve
driver!) Not that I didn't believe him
- I did, but had too many prior
commitments. Dammit!

Anyhow Pete, Daisy and Rob arrived
at High Cliffin the early afternoon,
rigged and launched. All th¡ee were
soon on their way, over the back
towards Launceston and points
southeast. Rob lost lift and landed
near Launceston whilst Daisy and
Pete tracked southeast over south
Dartmoor, around Plymouth airspace
and offtowards Start Point.

COADY MISSES COAST TO
COAST

BUT BREAKS MAJOR RECORDS
IN EPIC FLIGHT

o

Daisy landed at Modbury for a very
well earned 45 miles, whilst Pete
pressed on, finally landing at East
Prawle, only half a mile short of the
coast for a distance of 53.61 miles,
covered in 2 hours 15 minutes.

This gave him the Cornish Open
Distance record, previously held by
Graham P (who could be heard
grinding his teeth as Pete described
his flight at the last meeting), the
first Kernow 50 mile badge
and,subject to confirmation, the
longest distance in the UK from a

coastal site. Well done Pete -
Kernow is proud of yer!

The Editor is promised a blow by blow
account for inclusion in the next edition.

PIPS CLAIMS FIRST XC
FROM NEW TOW SITE

The new site at Pendarves, near
Camborne proved its potential over
the weekend of the 14/15, with an
abbreviated tow crew launching Pips
who managed to get away and fly to
Ventongimps (where?) for a flight of
12 miles.

When interviewed by the press, he
modestly said it was nothing really,
but it was nice to put one over on
Coady for a change!

FIRST PGs OVER THE BACK?
Word has reached the Editor that on
the weekend of the 14/15, whilst he
and Vicki were at Middle Wallop
learning to tow their hill canopies,
Jules and the Hawk arrived at a site
"some\ryhere in mid-Cornwall",
climbed 200 feet to the summit,
took offand promptly gained
850 feet. Leaving the hill, they flew
offdownwind, Steve landing after
2 miles and Jules managing 3 miles.
"Great oaks from little acorns
grow......,.". Well done lads. Excuse
me while I grind my teeth........ !

I
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T\ryO
OVER-\ryATER
IA*TALITIES

IN THREE DAYS
The flying fraternity in the
Southwest was stunned by two
separate dlowning tragedies,
one in Cornwall and one in
Devon.
Paul Gilden, of the Devon and
Somerset Condors, was
drowned at Sandy Bay after
landing in the sea whilst
attempting a beach landing.
Rescuers were quickly on the
scene, but were unable to save
him.
A few days later, the body of
Alexander Pym, a naval officer
was recovered from the sea

near Gunwalloe. He had
apparently set offalone to fly
the site the previous evening in
light winds, and with an
exceptionally high spring tide
which would have covered the
narrow strip of beach below
the cliff.
The club's condolences go to
relatives and friends of both
men.

These two separate tragedies
highlight the inherent dangers
of flying near water, and
members attention is drawn to
the article on safety over
water in this edition.
PLEASE - fly safely and take
time to ensure that our visiting
fliers understand the risks
involved and guard against
them.
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on the 9th October 1995 at the Clinton Social Club.

There were quite a few people there and apologies were received from Alan phipps (secretary).

Minutes of the previous meeting were read by the acting secretary (Graham phipps) and duly
accepted after one minor alteration.

"AllOutft An account of the "All Out " towing weekend was given which was deemed to be a
success' Whilst on the subject of towing members of the tow syndicate present agreed that paul
Dunstan could decide on the best action to take regarding the winches gàarbox which is starting to play
up and the costs involved would be met by the syndicate.

Lanzarote Trip Daisy informed those interested that this has been postponed due to lack of numbers
until February, anyone interested to contact him.

Club Competition Graham Phipps put forward the weekend of the 2lst &,22nd, of October for such
a comp and this was agreed.

Davidstowe It was still hoped to run a weekend at Davidstowe and a proposed date of the lgth &
l9th of November was agreed, to be confirmed at the next meeting.

Correspondence Various communications from B.H.P.A were read out for information.

Club Coach Course The South Devon Club has arranged a course for the weekend lg & 19 of
November anyone interested to contact them. Details available from the secretary.

Recent Fatality The tragic drowning in Devon was discussed in light of the few details known.
Pending the outcome of an inquest the only advice to be concluded at present is to re-enforce the fact
that a sea landing is not an option. It was agreed to send a letter of condolence to the Devon and
Somerset Condors.

Roger Full outlined details of is Bay when a member of the public reported seeing
a Hang Glider ditching in the se the lifeboat and coastgaurds being calËd out.
Although pilots had been flying safetly and it was a faise alarm.

Pete Co
him sma i,r,'j,i'ii:1ä"f;;ì:,:.;:iläT:i::::5i,î
attained 6.

A_chievement Badges were presented to Pete Coad 50 miles & Out of County, Daisy 35 miles & Out
of County & Rob sod all.

Perranporth Following recent developments it was agreed to amend the site conditions to include
commercial fllng in order to regularise the situation.

I apologisefor anything missing but these minutes have been donefrom memory as I mislaid my
notes, so here's a space for any missing items.
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SAFETY OVER\ilATER
THE EDITOR PULLS TOGETHER SOME THOUGHTS ON

MINIMISING THE RISKS INVOLVED
Free flying is a dangerous sport. screwgate could just cost you more
This is sometimes brought home to than you could afford.
us in a harsh manner, as with the
two recent tragic accidents in the tr'inally, don't forget that thc
southwest. All air sports carry an most important bit of safety kit
element of ris( and it is up to the you have is between your ears -
participants to assess the risl6 use it
involved and take whatever steps

are possible to minimise them. PRE-XLIGHT ASSESSMENT
When we fly over water, we add Askyourself whether it is safe to
another element to the normal risks fly. Assess:-
of free flight. In the case of The conditions - Is there suffrcient
structural failure, mid ai¡ collision bræze to soar safely? Is it on the
or irreversible canopy collapse, this hill? What's the slry looking like
element is a positive one: it is upwind?
unlikely that you will be killed by Air traffic - Is it too congested for
an impa.ct with water. However, in safety? Or, if no one else is flying,
frrll flying kit, it is unlikely that ask yourself why not.
you will survive more than a few Ability and experience. Ask
minutes without the appropriate yourself whether your lwel of
safety equipment, experience is sufücient to fly this

site under these conditions.

PARAGLIDING Site, Is there adequate room for a

SAFETYEQUIPMENT l*":to*landing?(Allowvourself

' 
LIFD JACKET 100% margin for error.)

full flare.
to feel a
leg.

into a back pocket ofyour harness.

wisdom, but some are my own
suggestions. Think about them and
mentally practice them during the
long winter evenings ahead.
Look at the cliff. Are there any
ledges or sloping areas where you
could get away with a crash
landing?
Is there any er-posed foreshore of

any kind at the foot ofthe cliff?
A crash among rocks and boulders
is far preferable to ditching.
Ifneither ofthese are possible,
perform as many of the following
actions as you can before ditching.

l. Th¡ow away your gloves -
nimble fingers will be required.
2. Undo cross bracing if fitted.
3. Undo leg straps.
4. Slacken chest strap ifyou can.
You probably won't be able to undo
it completely, as it is under
considerable tension when
airborne, Ifyou can undo it, do so -
but take care not to fall out - yet.
Recline well back in the harness.
5. Inflate lifejacket, if applicable.
l¡cate knife þ physically
touching it.
6. When about 6 feet above the
water, stall hard and keep it
stalled. The canopy and lines
should fall clear behind you.
7. Get clear ofthe harness, fast but
without panic. Swim clear of the
harness, canopy and lines. Don't
even THINK of trying to salvage it.
People have drowned doing this.
8. If you have managed to land just
clear ofthe water, but the canopy
falls into it, get out of the harness-
quick Then release one set of
risers. The canopy will be much
easier to pull in from one end, Get
help if possible, and remember - if
it is winning the tug of war, let it
go.
(OoNTTNUED ONPAGE 4)
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SAFETY OVER WATER (CONT.)
GRAIIAM PHIPPS CONTINUES FROM A HANG GLIDER

PILOT'S VIEWPOINT

Tios from Pío's be. It's all to easy to get sucked into
Some of you may have noticed last the trap of carrying on ignoring
month that "Tip's" were missing (most eptisns in the hope thatã befter one
of you probably didn't). This was due wiil come along until finally there are
to a mental block which left me not no options left and a water ianding
being able to think of anything to say, ,suits. I don't believe the point can be
an unusual state of affairs I will agree made too strongly that a landing in the
but it happened. However this month sea is not an opiion and, based on this,
I'm back and in a joint effort with our no one shouldinake one by choice
editor am wriring on a subject which (everr if ihey do have a iifójacket)
due to recent tragic events is topical - unless there is no survivable
although living and flying where we alternative open to them.
do, it should always be to the fore.
SEA LANDINGS or for that matter hecøutíons Having established that it
landing in water. is not an option, acõidents do happen

and we all make mistakes so there are
The first and most important thing to some precautionary measures you may
remember about these in my opinion wish to consider, À n ife as part of
is that prevention is better than cu¡e your regular flying equipment is a
and the Golden Rule must therefore be good idea in ail circumstances and can
that you don't do fhem. Follow this be a real life saver in a water landing,
and you won't d¡own. You may These need to be readily accessible
damage yourself in other ways but you and of such a design to allow the blade
won't drown! 1o be ready for action whilst not being
heyentìon The most obvious method hazardouj. Wetrbing cutter types are
of prevention is not to fly over water probably the best I'vle seen.
or to land near it. The second is not to Karabiners - I personally fly with one
fly over water if there is any steel 3500 kg twistlock but many
possibility of going down-. Having pilots fly with a back up, it's up to you
stated the obvious, in reality many and how you perceive the risks but
pilots regularly fly over water and either way screwgates afe not
there is always a possibility of going recommended.
down so a more practicable approach Lifejackets - whilst I would not
is needed. actively discourage anyone from
Pages could be written on bottom wearing one (so long as it was not
landings and how not to overshoot inflated as that.an b" really bad news
them but when it comes to a beach on a Hang glider) my concérn with
landing the over riding factor has got them is thaaby including them as part
to be that there is no overshooting - of your regular "coastal,ikit you may
even a landing in the shallows on a be accepting a sea landing ai on
surf beach like many we fly in option - it's not!
Cornwall can easily be fatal. That's Harnesses - it is generally believed
assuming there is a bottom landing, that front loaderJwould ùe easier to
even if there was one where you took exit in such circumstances and this
off (which is not always the case) sbnds to reason, but as to the actual
there may not be one when you want practicalities of doing this in a panic
one. In zuch cases it is imperative to situation I don't know.
realise you are going down earþ and The question us how far do you go ? I
to then take the first survivable stop at a Knife and Karabinãr set up
oppofunity to land whatever this may although I do still clip into two hang

loops.
Preservolíon lt's all gone honibly
wrong and a sea landing is inevitable.
What now ? I've talked to a nunrber of
pilots who have done such a thing
and witnessed one first hand. Of all
the pilots I've talked to only one didn't
think he was going to d¡own and he
was one who had taken offnot clipped
inl So it would seem reasonable if at
all possible to unclip before hitting the
water. While sitting in the pub it's
easy to discuss climbing into the A
frame and unclipping whilst thirty feet
up but I rmagine it's a very different
matter in re¿l life, but it's worth
considering. Some pilots theorise
about flaring hard into wind in order
to get the glider to fall onto it's back
and others reckon on flying in
downwind with the hope that the wind
and wave action will turn it over and I
have read at least one report where
this has happened. However in reality
the chances are that the pilot will end
up under the wing totally
disorientated. To state the obvious the
first priority must be to get air either
by unclipping or cutting your way out
or evenþ cutting through the sail, so
a knife is handy. What happens after
that depends on how strong a
swimmer you are, the time of year,
where you are, how long it takes the
alarm to be raised, where the rescue
services are based and about one
huudred and one other things

Whilst writing this Steve Hunt came
in from wind surfing and described
the feeling of being under a windsurf
sail unhooking from his harness
which can be worrying enough, so
imagine the panic that can set in to a
pilot trapped under a glider. lfyou
can't find any pilots who have water
landed try having a chat with
some windsurfèrs.
To summarise -

IT'S NOT AN
OPTION!!
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POS NAME

I P.COAD

2 G. PHIPPS

3 G. MAY

4 S. HA\ryKEN

5 R.INGS

6 R. CLEWLOW

7 P. BTTXTON

8 M. CARTMELL

9 R. WHITMARSH

10 T. JONES

1I P. WICKS

12 A. PHIPPS

TEAM SCORES

DISTANCES (MILES)

53.6 l, 14.09,7.49,5.5,4.0 (O.R.)

26.37,22. 59,21,0,12.7

45 .2,9 .16,4.94,1 .o3

25.67,2.5,2.34

15.75,12.62

14.15,9.9,4.9

24.67

14.06 (o.R.),e.43

12.24,7.04

t3.21

2.36,1.99,1.99

2.64
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TOTAL GLIDER

84.67 RUMOUR 3

82.66 K5

60.33 KISS

30.51 K5

28.37 KISS

27,85 MAGIC 6

24,67 RUMOUR 2

23.49 ?

19.28 K4

13.21 KISS

6.14 KISS

2.64 ?

( O.,R. = out and return)

OCTOBER 1995

KERNOW XC LEAGUE - POSITIONS AS AT 19. 10.95

TEAM

S

SC

c
EF

c

SC

S

EF

c
SC

S

SC

I
2

3

4

SC
S

C
EF

(Short and Curlies)
(Scallywags)
(Crinklies)

@nvironmentally Friendlies)

PINZÆt

I

KHGA XC 1995
f G.May 4.s4
2 G Phþps 12.70
3 R. Whllmarsh
4 P. Wlcks
5 A. Phlpps
6 R. Whltmarsh
7 R. Clawlow
I G. Phlpps
I P. Euxton
10 G. Phions
11 M Car{nicll

11

26.3'l
25.67
14.08
9.13
7.48
5.5
1.03

9.t6

12 G. Phipps
13 S. Hawken
14 P. Coad
15 l,{. Catrnel!
16 P. Coad
l7 P. Coad
18 G May
I9.G.MAY

28

t7

l3

a

Qrcuno

27

t2

l4

zf n.tlffiw-Qsr

()tÊoõMlN

29. P. Coad

2tT
22R
23S
24 S.

25 P.

26 G.
27 R.
28 G.

8.8
t3.21
12.62
2.34
2.s (PG)
53.61
45.2
15.75
rt.77
4.0 (o.R.)

Jones

Ings
Hawken
llawken
Coad
May
Ings
Phipps

l9
18

25

126.36
l15.48
107.98
54
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Stephanie Beaumont €5.00
Bazely s25,00

NElrySLETTER
CONTRIBUTIONS TO

John Atkinson
10 New street, X'almouth

TRll3ID(

POSH WINDSOCK

DESCRIBE IT TO

AND SAY \ryHERE YOU

LOST IT AND YOU CAN

HAVE IT BACK

PHIL DAVIES

FO

STOP PRESS
The Bulletin has been informed
that two Kernow pilots were
involved in separate incidents
over the weekend of 21122
October. In one, a pilot crash
landed on a path to avoid going
into the sea: in the other the
pilot experienced severe rotor
when turning behind buildings
on a cliffsite and was lucky to
avoid ditching.
How many warnings do you
need? If you go into the sea,
particularly on a hang glider,
unless you are very lucky
indeed, you will die.
Please, learn from the recent
tragic events. FIy conservatively
and remain well within the limits
of your experience. Assess the
conditions and the site, and
remember that flight planning
should include planning NOT to
fly if conditions are not right.
There are old pilots and bold
pilots - but very few old bold
pilots.

D\üARF THRO\üING
DISCLAIMER

..DWARVES ARE BEHIND ME''
CLAIMS COAD

Pete"Zngthe ex dwarf th¡ower" Coad
robustly denies any suggestion that he
was involved in the Dwarf Throwing
comp at the recent AII Out, a
statement backed up þ Angie, who
should know his noctu¡nal
whereabouts.
" I haven't thrown a dwarf since rny
last one put on too much weight to be
competitive" He explained. "Mind you,
I sometimes get an ungovernable urge
when I see Pips in his dwarf pants
pretending to be someones
curtains.But so far I've resisted. You
could say I've gone cold turkey on
dwarves."
The Bulletin understands that he will
not be seeking damages.
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DAISY'S DIARY
CITAIRMAN"S

CHAT
As those of you who ordered sweat
shirts will no doubt realise, I made an
error in the pricing at the last
me.eting. No real worries, we'll sort it
out at the next meeting and you'll
have your goodies in time for
Christmas.

The club lectures, having made a brief
aÞpeañmce. seem to have gone into
hibernation. I'll ask Graham to do an
XC session at the next meeting and
request that you give some thought to
what you would like to hear about. If
there's no one in the club who can
cover a particular topic, I'm sure we
can find someone who can. L€t's get a
programme put together with a list of
speakers.You never know, we might
be able to get someone famousl
I've acquired a useñrl resource - a
professional display board" You know
the sort ofthing: 8 no. 1200 x 900
panels that fold out to make a small
wall. I thought it might come in
handy for public relations when we do
a static display. If the club would like
to make use of it, we'll need some
nice pictures, posters, adverts etc to
fill the space (yes John, this can
include paragliding.) If we put
together all the club's activities,
excluding some of the social ones, so
much the better. Perhaps a space for
our sponsors..,.
On to more important things. We
have two weeks to stitch up Pete in
the club XC league, I'm praying for a
spell of decent weather as next week's
diary is clear.
Safe flying.

Ða¿¿f

FLYING IN WINTER
SOME SAGE ADWCE BY RON

'BEDSOCKS'' MARKING
We are now entering the season when
the wind is usually too strong and it
often rains, thus severely reducing the
number ofdays when one can go
flying.Even on the rare occasions
when Mother Nature does provide a
sunny day without a gale blowing, it is
necessary to put on extra woolly
jumpers, a balaclava and great thick
gloves ifone is not to suffer frostbite
of the extremitiesl
Well. I can guarantee five days this
winter when flying will be possible
without worrying about the weather,
and flying will be possible iu ordinary
clothes! I am ofcourse talking about
flying model planes indoors.
Some of you may remember when I
brought one of my very small models
to the Clinton Club and flew it after
the meeting. Well, think how much
better it flies in a sports hall. Other
people fly small scale models and a
competition is usually run for a
beginners model. So, ifyou are
interested in seeing a completely
different kind of wimter flying, come
along to Tru¡o School sports hall,
Trennick Lane on any of the following
Sundays ;- Nov 19, Dec 17, Jan2I,
Feb 18, Mar 17 - and bring the family!


